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In August of 1990, the Soviet economy was in such bad shape that Mikhail Gorbachev sequestered his leading reform-minded economists to study and recommend a solution.
Led by Stanislav Shatalin, these economists drafted the "500 Day Plan" detailing the necessary steps to transform the Soviet economy from a centrally planned to a market economy. Gorbachev initially endorsed this plan and the world-wide expectation and wonder was not whether the Soviet Union would transform its economy to a market ecoiomy, but when and how fast such a transformation should or could take place. This study will first present what the author believes to be the key components of a successful transformation to a market economv. Next, the study will examine the "500 Day Plan" or "Shatalin Plan" and compare and contrast it to the Council of Ministers' alternative reform proposal known as the ",y,:hov Plan" recommended b, Prime Mininster Nikolai Ryzhkov.
The study will then explore Mikhail (;orhachev's deci. ions as well as offer possible motives for these decisions. Finally, this study will conclude with some predictions about the future of the Soviet economy.
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'j UNCLASSF;ED'UNLIMITED 0 SAME AS RPT R C ytR 22a NAME OF RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL )2b TEEPHONE (Include Area Code) 22c OFFICE SYMBOL place. This study will first present what the author believes to be the key components ot a successtul transformation to a mar<et economy. Next, the study wil e;.amnine the "5.)(. Day Plan" or "Shatalin Plan" and compare and contrast it to the Council of Ministers alternative reform proposal known as the "Ryznkov Plan" recommended by Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov. The study will then explore Mikhail Gorbachev's decisions as well as offer possible motives for these decisions. Finally, this study will conclude with some predictions about the future of the Soviet economy. In simple terms, higher retail prices (caused by consumer demand.
for example) for a certain product will cause (signal) producers to produce more of that product in pursuit of the higher-protits.
The higher profits will attract (signal) more proaucers (assuming free entry) to produce the product until the increased supply reduces the price to an eQui lt'ILUm level and reduces the protit le,,el 2k, to a n rnmal levei. 
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Lejev -i.-otser es:
"'Mr. G3oroachev appears to have needed critics within the qovernment and gone back on his original preference for the dasn to the market advocated by nis economic advisor Stanislov Shatalin.
' ' 7
Michael Doobs attributes the shitt to Gorbachev s wavering back and +orth indecisiveness:
"Over the past year, he nas appeared to veer trom one to the other, hoping to avoid the fatetul moment of decision. One day, he appears on the verge at +orming a political alliance with his principal rival, Bsoris Yeltsin, president of the uLtssian republic. A few days later, he is raising the spector of emergency measures' in selected parts of the country to cope with unrest. " °M . Welsey Shoemaker adds: "Gorbachev's greatest problem is, and has been, tnat while the top leadership favors reform, the working level bureaucrats who have to implement any reform remained unconvinced, particularly when it might involve loss of their Jobs". 
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